
FRANKFURT MAIN: The European
Central Bank is likely to point tomorrow to
an interest rate cut in September, analysts
say, although recent hints towards bucking
up sluggish growth and inflation could even
mean a move this week.

Rare high expectations for the summer
gathering follow weeks in which the ECB
itself has talked up the possibility of action.
With the US Federal Reserve expected to
slash rates, Frankfurt had to “break the per-
ception on markets that the ECB was cor-
nered and had no more instruments”, a
source familiar with monetary policy dis-
cussions told AFP.

In June, ECB president Mario Draghi
made clear that the threshold for new
action was an “absence of improvement” in
the inflation outlook, rather than worsening
economic conditions.

While highlighting a resilient domestic
economy, members at the ECB governing
council table in Frankfurt will continue
eyeing threats from abroad. They include
US-led protectionism, the danger of a no-
deal Brexit, weakness in emerging markets
and geopolitical risks-such as growing
tensions with Iran around key Gulf ship-
ping routes. Surveys have for months
pointed to a slowdown in the second and

third quarters from the 0.4 percent growth
booked in January-March.

Weaker economic expansion in turn
threatens the central bank’s inflation target
of just below 2.0 percent. Inflation came in
at 1.3 percent in June.

This week, “it seems as if the ECB will
try to talk a very final talk before walking
the walk” of rate cuts or even more drastic
measures at its September meeting, ING
economist Carsten Brzeski said.

Further below zero
Pictet Wealth Management strategist

Frederik Ducrozet said “the most natural
path” for central bankers would be opening
their “forward guidance” policy statement
to the possibility of lower rates.

In June, the ECB said rates will “remain
at their present levels at least through the
first half of 2020”. If and when it comes,
most observers expect a cut of 0.1 percent-
age points, taking the amount lenders must
pay on their deposits with the central bank
to 0.5 percent. Negative rates are designed
to prod the financial system into lending
and investing cash in the real economy,
rather than parking it safely with the central
bank or in government debt.

Banks have long complained of the neg-

ative rate burden, saying it undermines their
business model.

Such harm could be salved with a “tier-
ing” system to exempt some deposits from
the harshest negative rate, as central banks
in Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark and Japan
have introduced, Ducrozet said. Some ana-
lysts argue that the ECB could again
unsheathe its other principal crisis-fighting
weapon, mass “quantitative easing” (QE)
purchases of government and corporate
bonds, as early as September.

Net bond purchases under the scheme
were brought to an end in December,
although the central bank continues to rein-
vest the proceeds of its bond holdings.

‘Proactively responding’ 
Comments from some senior ECB poli-

cymakers could even hint at sooner action.
“It is essential that a central bank shows
consistency in its monetary policy decisions
by proactively responding to shocks” that
could distance it from its inflation target,
recently-installed chief economist Philip
Lane said in early July. Pictet’s Ducrozet
highlighted that “there is no obvious justifi-
cation for waiting until September”-apart
from an ECB track record of action founded
on the economic forecasts its staff issues

each quarter.
While the US-EU trade confrontation

remains on ice for now, knock-on effects
from Washington’s battle with China in par-
ticular continue to weigh on eurozone
industry.

Along with other factors, that has
prompted the ECB to repeat that “risks sur-

rounding the euro area growth outlook
remain tilted to the downside”. With the
Italian economist set to hand the keys to
the ECB to Christine Lagarde on October
31, “the risk... remains that Mario Draghi
will try to surprise financial markets” before
his departure, ING’s Brzeski said. “It would
not be the first time.” — Reuters
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EXCHANGE RATES

AL-MUZAINI EXCHANGE CO.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer                           304.600
Euro                                                  342.680
Sterling Pound                                  381.050
Canadian dollar                                232.960
Turkish lira                                       54.010
Swiss Franc                                      311.130
US Dollar Buying                             297.250

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen                                    2.817
Indian Rupees                                  4.410
Pakistani Rupees                              1.930
Srilankan Rupees                             1.728
Nepali Rupees                                 2.755
Singapore Dollar                              224.300
Hongkong Dollar                              38.994
Bangladesh Taka                              3.591
Philippine Peso                                 5.950
Thai Baht                                          9.933
Malaysian ringgit                             77.903

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal                                       81.281
Qatari Riyal                                      83.716
Omani Riyal                                      791.683
Bahraini Dinar                                  809.350
UAE Dirham                                     82.986

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash                   21.650

DOLLARCO EXCHANGE CO. LTD

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Egyptian Pound - Transfer              18.354
Yemen Riyal/for 1000                     1.223
Tunisian Dinar                                  109.960
Jordanian Dinar                                430.380
Lebanese Lira/for 1000                  0.203
Syrian Lira                                        0.000
Morocco Dirham                             32.404

Rate for Transfer                          Selling Rate
US Dollar                                          304.240
Canadian Dollar                               232.290
Sterling Pound                                  380.530
Euro                                                  342.105
Swiss Frank                                      301.030
Bahrain Dinar                                   809.085
UAE Dirhams                                   83.235
Qatari Riyals                                     84.475
Saudi Riyals                                      82.025
Jordanian Dinar                                430.395
Egyptian Pound                               18.335
Sri Lankan Rupees                           1.728
Indian Rupees                                  4.412
Pakistani Rupees                              1.894
Bangladesh Taka                              3.603
Philippines Pesso                             5.948
Cyprus pound                                  18.100
Japanese Yen                                    3.810
Syrian Pound                                    1.590
Nepalese Rupees                             2.763
Malaysian Ringgit                            74.750
Chinese Yuan Renminbi                   44.665

CURRENCY                                 BUY                             SELL
Europe

British Pound                                    0.372007                       0.385907
Czech Korune                                  0.005313                        0.014613
Danish Krone                                   0.041549                        0.046549
Euro                                                  0. 333125                        0.346825
Georgian Lari                                   0.104902                        0.104902
Hungarian                                         0.000955                      0.001145
Norwegian Krone                            0.031152                         0.036352
Romanian Leu                                  0.065154                        0.072004
Russian ruble                                    0.004810                       0.004810
Slovakia                                            0.009109                       0.019109
Swedish Krona                                 0.028202                        0.033202
Swiss Franc                                      0.302920                        0.313920

Australasia
Australian Dollar                              0.205338                        0.217338
New Zealand Dollar                         0.198616                         0.208116

America
Canadian Dollar                               0.226287                        0.235287
US Dollars                                        0.300500                       0.305800
US Dollars Mint                               0.301000                       0.305800

Asia
Bangladesh Taka                              0.003002                       0.003803

Chinese Yuan                                   0.042736                        0.046236
Hong Kong Dollar                            0.036918                        0.039668
Indian Rupee                                    0.003890                       0.004662
Indonesian Rupiah                           0.000017                       0.000023
Japanese Yen                                    0.002729                       0.002909
Korean Won                                     0.000248                       0.000263
Malaysian Ringgit                            0.070122                        0.076122
Nepalese Rupee                              0.002680                       0.003020
Pakistan Rupee                                0.001341                        0.002111
Philippine Peso                                 0.006106                       0.006406
Singapore Dollar                              0.217825                         0.227825
Sri Lankan Rupee                            0.001363                        0.001933
Taiwan                                              0.009672                       0.009852
Thai Baht                                          0.009522                        0.010072
Vietnamese Dong                            0.00013                          0.00013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar                                  0.801809                        0.809863
Egyptian Pound                               0.018649                        0.022009
Iranian Riyal                                     0.000084                      0.000086
Iraqi Dinar                                        0.000210                       0.000270
Jordanian Dinar                                0.424715                         0.433715
Kuwaiti Dinar                                   1.000000                       1.000000
Lebanese Pound                              0.000161                        0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams                          0.021396                        0.045396
Omani Riyal                                      0.786040                       0.793936
Qatar Riyal                                       0.083010                       0.083844
Saudi Riyal                                       0.080140                       0.081440
Syrian Pound                                    0.001291                         0.001511
Tunisian Dinar                                  0.102196                         0.110196
Turkish Lira                                      0.046598                       0.056443
UAE Dirhams                                   0.082299                        0.083126
Yemeni Riyal                                    0.000990                      0.001070

Thai Bhat                                          10.825
Turkish Lira                                      53.900
Singapore dollars                             223.412

ECB set to start countdown 
on new eurozone stimulus

Draghi may hint at a September rate cut tomorrow

Debate rages 
over recession 
in Mexico
MEXICO CITY: Mexico’s economy, the 2nd
largest in Latin America, has hit a rough patch,
weighed down by dwindling business confi-
dence and an industrial slump. But ahead of
GDP data for the second quarter due on July 31,
a debate has raged over whether all that gloom
adds up to a recession.

Several banks say definitely yes - an assess-
ment that could call into question the ability of
President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador’s
eight-month-old government to deliver on his
promises of development and improved fortunes
for the country’s poor. “We estimate GDP will
also contract in the second quarter, putting
Mexico in a technical recession, two consecu-
tive quarters of negative growth,” Bank of
America Merrill Lynch said in a client note in
late June.

The government strongly disagrees.
“There has been a slowdown on a global lev-

el,” said Finance Minister Arturo Herrera in his
first press conference earlier this month, after
his predecessor abruptly resigned. “But we are
very, very far from thinking that we are close to
a recession.” In theory, defining whether there is
a recession in Mexico could decide whether
policymakers need to take action.

“If the government thinks there is a danger of
recession, it could implement countercyclical
measures to boost the economy a bit, or the
Bank of Mexico could cut the interest rate, said
Marco Oviedo, head of Latin America econom-
ics research at Barclays. While Lopez Obrador
has raised eyebrows by saying “I’ve got other
numbers” when presented with negative eco-
nomic news, even he does not pretend Mexico
is enjoying strong growth.

The split between the government and pri-
vate sector economists over the “R word”
appears to focus more on how to define that
highly charged term than any disagreement over
substantive data.

Those who are predicting recession cite the
benchmark of two consecutive quarters of eco-

nomic contraction - and say the preliminary
GDP figures for April-June will most likely con-
firm that.  However, despite being commonly
used by private economists around the world,
not all governments use that measure. The high-
ly respected Cambridge, Massachusetts-based
US National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER) for example, looks at a more open end-
ed “significant decline in economic activity
spread across the economy, lasting more than a
few months.”

Likewise, a senior official at Mexico’s
Finance Ministry, who asked not to be named,
said for the ministry two quarters of successive
contraction do not necessarily signal a reces-
sion. The ministry takes more factors into
account, the official said, although it has not
stated what those factors are.

Jonathan Heath, a former HSBC chief econo-
mist appointed to the central bank board by
Lopez Obrador’s government has also pushed
back against the “two quarters” definition,
which he recently called a “rule of thumb for
defining a recession” but “no guarantee.” In a
move that could make the debate less political in
the future, Mexico’s statistics agency INEGI last
month announced the creation of a group of
experts, including Heath, who will look at the
way other countries measure economic cycles.

The agency said the group would decide by
next year whether Mexico should create a
Business Cycle Dating Committee, after study-
ing the experience of similar committees used
by the NBER, the Euro Zone, Brazil and Canada
to help identify recessions.

Worst since 2009 crisis
Regardless of what constitutes a recession,

the government’s own numbers make sobering
reading. The economy shrank 0.2 percent in the
first quarter versus the previous three month
period, in seasonally-adjusted terms, and was
flat in the fourth quarter of 2018.

Pollyanna De Lima, economist and author of
the IHS Markit Mexico Manufacturing
Purchasing Managers’ Index report , said that
in the first quarter Mexico’s manufacturing sec-
tor was at its weakest since the series began in
2011. Business sentiment faded “to one of the
lowest levels seen in the survey history,” said
De Lima. The slowdown has matched a broader,
global trend, that has caused several other
Latin American economies to slash growth
forecasts. The region’s largest economy, Brazil,
has also been teetering on the edge of a reces-
sion. It contracted in the first quarter of the
year and figures suggest it barely recovered at
all in the second. — Reuters 

FRANKFURT AM: Indications that the flow of lending could be ebbing will be closely
studied by ECB policymakers ahead of their monetary policy meeting tomorrow. — AFP

Rise in India govt borrowing
can squeeze corporate 
sector: RBI’s Acharya
MUMBAI/BENGALURU: An increase in government borrowing runs
the risk of flooding the debt market, and puts upward pressure on inter-
est rates, making it more expensive for companies to borrow, said outgo-
ing Reserve Bank of India Deputy Governor Viral Acharya.

In a lecture published on the Federal Bank website late on Monday,
Acharya said India’s borrowing relative to its output has ranged from 67
percent to 85 percent since 2000 and has outpaced many emerging
markets including China. “As more government debt floods markets, the
relative safety and liquidity premium attached by investors to high-rated
corporate bonds diminishes, raising the cost of borrowing especially for
AAA-rated borrowers and making it relatively less sensitive to policy
rate cuts,” Acharya said.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) cut the repo rate to 5.75 percent on
June 6, its third cut in 2019, while also changing its policy stance to
“accommodative,” after data showed the economy growing at its slowest
in over four years.

Acharya is set to leave the central bank, six months before the sched-
uled end of his term in office. Acharya, who is a professor with the New
York University’s Stern School of Business, cited personal reasons for
the departure. India should cut back on subsidies and programs that are
not delivering long-term growth and divest more of its public sector
holdings, Acharya said.

“The much-needed land, labor and agricultural reforms could be
undertaken, all of which can help crowd-in private sector growth,”
Acharya said. There could be efficiency gains if there are more private
investors playing an effective role in the governance of public sector
enterprises, he added.

NBFC liquidity crunch 
Acharya also noted that high, long-term government borrowing also

impacts India’s non-banking finance companies (NBFCs), which are cur-
rently facing a severe liquidity crunch following the collapse of the
Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services (IL&FS) last year.

Regulators identified a surge in asset liability mismatches as one of
the main drivers behind NBFCs’ liquidity woes. NBFCs have been forced
to raise short-term debt to fund long-term loans to home buyers or
developers as there is relatively less appetite for longer-term debt in the
Indian market.

“The ability and willingness of NBFCs to borrow long-term comes
down when government borrowing increases; not only does their total
debt come down in response, but they rely more and more on short-term
paper,” Acharya said, adding that it risks making the financial sector
more fragile. — Reuters

A woman buys vegetables at a market stall in Mexico City. Mexico’s economy, the 2nd largest
in Latin America, has hit a rough patch, weighed down by dwindling business confidence and
an industrial slump. — Reuters


